Naval Warfare 3100

Multiplayer Space-flight Simulator

Naval Warfare 3100 is multiplayer space combat flight action for the PC that uses an innovative
windowing game engine to thrust players into the role of a soldier caught up in the epic saga of the
interstellar technowars of the thirtysecond century.

Description
Assigned as the port-side (left) laser turret gunner in your five man assault vessel, you
enter the bridge room and sit down in one of the open seat. Although the display
automatically turns on, there is nothing but a blank screen. You bring up the proper displays
for your role: a medium sized display linked to the ship's tactical scanner, a narrow display for
turret information (health, heat, location, ammunition remaining), small on-board turret
camera displays (for visual confirmation of target destruction) and a large weapons targeting
system for quick target marking and turret assignment. You arrange the displays to your
liking and prepare to pull up displays for other systems on the sides for quick peripheral
access. Having information such as shield health, power output, overall-inventory
information, and a smaller version of the starboard-side turret targeting system, you find,
helps improve your performance as a turret gunner and increase the likelihood of survival.
Launch permission is given from base control and the pilot begins to head out towards the
'Soorbash' planar gate.
Your crew's mission is to provide support in an ongoing battle in normal space in "Akaa", a
sector only several minutes away thanks to the development of planar space travel. The
pilot maps out the path: planar travel through the "Soorbash" plane into normal space
"Fuudi", connect to plane "Durka" and come out at normal space "Akaa". Although the
planned flight path goes through an area that is currently controlled by friendly forces, the
threat of attack is still real.
Even in friendly space, as one of the two defensive weapons operators, you monitor your
surroundings for enemy movement. The likelihood of being attacked is slim but carelessness
could ultimately mean the death of not only you, but the rest of the crew members. As the
ship leaves planar space and enters sector "Fuudi", you see the remnants of a previously
fought battle. Knowing that enemies may be lurking in the area, you step up your guard.
The amount of debris in the area due to the prior battles obscure visual identification of
possible threats. Realizing that relying on visual information alone will get you nowhere, you
bring up the tactical scanner display and search for enemies. Unfortunately, most of the
debris that made visual identification difficult shows up on your radar. As you toggle through
the various scanner modes, you see a cluster of motion on one of the displays. Several of
your displays begin flashing in a desperate attempt to get your attention. Twelve enemy
missiles have been launched and are heading your way. Eight of these missiles appear to be
bound for your side and it's only a matter of seconds before more come your way. Of the
four cannons under your control, only three are fully operational. You mark the left three

missiles with one turret, the middle two missiles with the second turret and the remaining
three with the last turret. Suddenly, the ship begins to make a heavy turn to the starboard
side (right) and you're left with only have a few seconds to adjust your turret marks before
the missiles enter turret range.
Managing turret laser defenses is a challenging job. Considering the speed of the missiles,
the turrets only have a couple of seconds to shoot the stream of missiles down before they
hit the small ship. Due to the fixed placement of the turrets, the gunner must adjust to pilot
movements and instruct which turret shoots at which target in an a maximally efficient way.
However, a pilot decision to make a heavy turn seconds before impact such as the one
described above is generally seen as a poor decision. In this ambush scenario, several of the
missiles from the port-side end up on the starboard-side and vice-versa. As a result of this
error, some of the missiles from the first wave of attacks are not shot down. The engineer,
noticing the crisis, decides to sacrifice power reserves and activates the emergency shield
blow to prematurely detonate the remaining missiles. Despite this save, all is not well: one
of the turrets on the starboard side has been damaged in the explosion and another wave of
missiles is on the way. Your chances of winning this battle are slim to none, but you stand a
chance to damage or, if you're lucky, take out one of the ambushers.

Game Overview
Philosophy

1) Establish a sense of visual chaos. Overwhelming visual/auditory cues and rapid events
forces the user/player to decipher what is mere debris and what is an oncoming missile.
Heavy use of visual and audio to create the appearance of a chaotic battle environment to
put a player "in the zone".
2) Multitasking between ship roles and their corresponding control window GUI's. Give the
player the stress ridden, yet satisfying sense that they are juggling with flaming bowling pins
and knives. If you're mind is on the wrong place(window) at the wrong time, you're in for a
hurting.
3) Overlapping or gaps in controls and cooperative multiplayer ship environment will
provide for an intense team oriented experience. Like 5 heads on one body, the ability for the
players to work together, knowing where gaps or overlaps exist in roles and adjusting
appropriately in a timely manner will mean the difference between a ragged body on the floor
with arms and legs flailing, or agile body running at full stride.

Common Questions

What is this game?
The game takes the major gameplay aspects of PvP, cooperative team play, and rounds
or limited respawn and places it in an outer space enviroment with ships.
Why create this game?
Take familiar and popular gameplay and place a new twist on it with cooperative
controls and multi window HUDs. There are currently no products on the market that fill the
hole for 3D space sim shooters with cooperative play.
Where does the game take place?
The game takes place in an outer space environment. The time and place simply
depends on whatever story you want to use.
What do I control?

In a non-battle situation, a player controls his/her avatar in a ship's interior or launch
area. In a battle situation, a player's view consists of the ship's HUD offerings. A player's
control in battle is limited to the HUDs available to them.
How many characters do I get/control?
While a player is logged in on an avatar, their control remains limited to that selected
character.
What is the main focus?
Focus on cooperative play in a pvp atmosphere coupled with visual chaos and mayhem
in a space ship shooter environment.
What is different?
Cooperative PvP with overlapping controls/roles with mix of arcade/first-person
shooting.

Key Features
Multiple Play Styles.
Team, squad and crew-based combat. Solo play is a viable option as well.
Windowed Gaming Interface.
The primary interaction of the player is done in various "windows". Only the pilot
gets something close to a full-screen display.
Information Management.
A lot of battle activity, controlled chaos, and some mayhem. New players may be
overwhelmed but experienced players can filter out what's important and what's
not. It is expected for highly experienced players to attempt to play more than one
role at a time.
Battlefield Rounds.
Each battlefield round lasts up to 5-10 minutes long and if you're killed, you will
have to wait until the next round starts before you can be deployed again (OR use
up a reinforcement ala BF2 + HL:FA). You get deployed at the battlefield's base of
operations with whatever ship configuration you choose (which is on the
battlefield). However, ship types and armaments are limited for each side. Several
rounds (10-20) need to be fought before the a victor can be decided and the battle
is finished.
Player Upgrades.
Ships come 'factory default'. Any upgrades that are applied to the ship are brought
by the players in the form of hardware or software. Players can bring aboard their
inventory of spare or upgraded aftermarket hardware parts or their libraries of
modified or tweaked software. Players must acquire/purchase "licenses" to operate
certain classes of vehicles / weapons / configurations.. etc.
Loot and Rewards.
Players are awarded a small bounty for destroying or substantially assisting in the
destruction of enemy ships. The amount awarded is a function of the class-size of
the ship, the fame of the players inside, and the percentage of damage dealt to the
ship's body and shields. Winning battles also leads to greater rewards.
Customizable Ship Configurations via Component System
Ship may be designed by placing various modules together. Each component has
different statistics and attributes (weight, size, on-destruction damage, durability,
etc) that modify the overall ship's performance characteristics. Getting the license
to build custom designs on a massive scale requires lots of money (~ $750,000),

getting the license to fly someone else's ship requires you to pay money to both the
gov't and the player (~$5,000), and building your own design requires some money
($40,000). Government built ships (aka mass produced ones) are free to use
assuming the player has the license to operate it.

Genre
Crew-oriented, space combat flight action

Platforms
PC, Internet play

Concept Art
[Put UI sketches here]

Game Proposal Document
Revised game concept
Market analysis
- Target market
- Top performers
- Only Major Competitor: Eve-Online
- Aces High II
- Ace Combat
- Jump To Lightspeed
- Feature Comparison
DarkStar One
Aces High II
Ace Combat Zero Jump To
LightSpeed
-Allowed for
turrets to be
placed on your
ship but because
of the lack of
multiplayer, the
turrets were
always
automated with
no real way to
assign targets.

-Allowed for
limited
multi-player
ships.

Naval Warfare
3100
-Quick warfare
with very little
turning and juking
once the battle
gets close and
personal. Unlike
other space
combat games
(Xwing vs. TIE
Fighter and Jump
to light speed),
the game's
physics concepts
does not allow
super human
acceleration and
change of
direction since
the human body
can only take so
much inertia
change.
Therefore, dog
fighting in this
game will really
be about chasing
the other player
where shaking off
your opponent
will be harder.
HL-Actually, I
thought
differently. I was
thinking of
'on-ice' type

physics. Since
one scenario I
thought of had a
chased ship do a
180 turn to
return fire while
continuing at its
current heading.
-Ships were
modular and
could be
upgraded to fit
one's play style.
You could either
have a very
heavily armed
cruiser with a lot
of turrets or you
could have a fast
heavily armed
fighter that could
blow apart little
ships.

-While the game
advertised fast
paced space dog
fights, the game
eventually just
degraded into a
turn contest to
see whose ship
can turn the
fastest.

-NW3100 will
feature large
multi player ships
where every
character plays a
vital part in the
ship. Larger ships
will get larger
bonuses from
character skills
and will benefit
greater from more
players with
experience in
certain
departments. For
example, one
player controlling
a 5 man ships has
to take care of
navigation, shield
logistics, and
target
assignments of
large and small
turrets. Jumping
through these
systems and
managing them
will be more
efficient with
more players on a
ship.
>HL - I've gone
over this with
Stanley, but a
1-5 player-role
ratio means that
on average the
roles have a
minimum 20%
activity level.
Which would
make the game

very boring for
the one guy who
may have been
forced into the
remaining role on
the last seat of a
ship, if 1 out of
his 5 minutes
actually had him
doing something
and the other 4
are spent staring
out a window.
Which is
something we
need to discuss,
the minimum
activity threshold
for all roles.
-Shield, weapon,
and capacitor
recharge rate
played a big part
in large
engagements
because you had
to pay attention
to how much
energy you
alloted for each
system. Too little
energy in your
shields and you
blew up. Too
little energy in
your weapons
and you were a
lame duck.

-Mission and
environments
were very limited
and most fights
just took place in
open space that
promoted dog
fights that turned
into turning
battles and were
very generic.

-While this game
focuses mostly
on fast pace
action, large fleet
battles will have
a large aspect of
tactics. Shield
direction of large
ships can multiply
the defense of a
fleet many times
and can basically
make a fleet all
but invulnerable
in one direction
of fire. This will
result in flanking
maneuvers being
developed and
the usage of
special weaponry.
>HL Formations: Ring
of Bars, Brick
Wall, Sheets of
Paper

-Once your ship
grew large, you
actually felt like
you could take on
a large number of
little guys or

-Large ships were
seemingly
invulnerable to
small numbers of
little ships with
no real tactics

-Conquerable
space will be a
big part of this
game. We will
have to
implement some

stand toe to toe
with a cruiser.

playing apart
other than
swarming the
ships.

sort of system
that gives
bonuses either in
respawn, weapon
damage, shield
hit points and
resistances, or
some sort of
currency for the
game. Maybe
something along
the lines of more
resource points
for available
weapons and
ships or even the
purchases of
certain upgrades.
Unlike Planet
Side, NW3100 will
feature
conquerable
territory that
actually matters
when they fall.
--HL - How do
you make
territory control
important?

-Environments
differed quite a
bit in the game
ranging from ice
fields to ship
wrecks to
asteroid belts and
even the interior
of asteroids.
While you could
never fight in
asteroids, you
could fly around
in them and it
was an enjoyable
departure from
other
environments.
Also the interior
of large space
stations or bases
were very fun in
mission play.

-Shields were
static and never
directional.

-Most battle will
be fought in
asteroid belts,
trash fields, mine
fields, and any
other sort of
point of interests
in space. Most
battles will be
fought with
smaller ships and
such since larger
ships are not
maneuverable
enough in
cluttered space
to make a
difference. This
allows for quick
paced small
squad combat
with ample ways
to shake off your

Collidables were
never close
enough to each
other to make a
large difference in
the game play so
imagine faster
speeds with more
asteroids that
actually hurt
when you hit
them.

opponents. The
larger battles
that will greatly
effect
conquerable
territory will take
place in more
open areas for
the larger ships
to play roles in
and cluttered
areas to allow for
more interesting
venues and
flanking strategy.

Technical analysis (needs to be expanded on)
- Experimental features
- Client Side: "fast, futuristic UI", "mmo fast battles" (large # of users in a pseudo-FPS
environment), "pseudo physics-based space sim" (need to work out the physics for
everything)
- Server Side: "dynamic octree partitioning" (for load balancing and data locality), "SPE
Cell processors" for fast physics (optional), "cluster and distributed computing" (game server
nodes compute physics for nodes in the octree, but multiple game server nodes work on
adjacent octree nodes for streamless transitioning)
- Major development tasks
- Client Side: asset + art acquisition, graphics shader development, UI development,
network code development (UDP)
- Server Side: UDP proxy to TCP/SHM nodes, game server nodes, master server node,
database
- Website: concepts, screenshots, promotional videos, forums, downloads
- Risks
- MMO server cluster design is largely untested. No/limited experience in this area, so
the speed/scalability is in question. However, no real alternatives at the moment to
consider.
- Alternatives (if any)
- Smaller scope (16/32/64 player) battles
- Limited operator control (think Eve-Online where you don't actually 'do' much)
- Estimated resources
- 50 hours per month (part time) vs 180 hours per month (full time) ... per person

- Estimated schedule
- Target: IGF 2008/9. 20% of the way through, working prototype. 40% most major
functional components. 60% all functional components. 80% bug testing + polish
-

10 months vs 22 months

Cost and revenue projections
- Resource cost
- $600 per game server node (est up to 500 players, each at 2 KBps) setup
- $1500 on the database setup
- bandwidth
- Additional costs
- Artwork
- galaxy art
- planet art
- ship components
- weapon discharging
- explosions
- Sound effects
- Legal
- Suggested retail price
- Free 14 day trial, $5 to $10 a month to play. Need to crunch numbers
- Revenue projection
- 830 subscribers at $5 per month, 50k revenue, enough for 1 person. a failure, continue
to something else
- 8300 subscribers at $10 per month = 1 million annual revenue, supports team of 12.
good success
- 83000 subscribers at $5 per month = 5 million annual revenue, support team of 55.
major success at this point
Art

Major Features
Play Styles
Solo/duo play (1-2 players)
- Similar to a space/flight sim (cockpit, gunsight, etc)
- Roles: pilot / gunner
Party play (3-5 players)
- Similar to crewed space ships
- Roles: captain (pilot) / gunners / engineers
Raid play (5-20 players)
- Similar to large crewed battleships
- Roles: captain (pilot) / gunners / engineers / remote controller
Guild play (20-25 players)
- Similar to large crewed battleships, more of a flagship role
- Roles: captain (pilot) / gunners /

User Interface
Solo/duo play (1-2 players)
- limited / basic interface.
- first person cockpit view
Party play (3-5 players)
- size-locked, customized, modular, window based UI
Raid play (5-20 players)
- size-locked, customized, modular, window based UI. Maybe even a "bridge-room"
environment where players can walk around or explore the ship...

Windowing
- all of the interactions or ways for a player to control a ship is through the user interface
window that shows up on their screen
- the main focus is the visualization of sensor data rather than what's going on outside
(graphics)

Bridge-room View
- sensor displays can be shown

Combat Aspects
Damage control
- damage to the ship may kill a player
- reduce capabilities
- continue to worsen unless treated appropriately (ie, lethal wound situation.... where the
ship sustains too much damage and is expected to blow up)
Shield balance
- shields don't stop everything, you always take damage though at a much lower rate
- distribution can be changed. normally shields to the front are the strongest
- shield piercing short range weapons available
Weapon balance
- long range projectile/explosives
- medium range main cannons for shield penetration
- short range lasers for defense against projectile/explosives
Threat of small ships
- harder to hit, faster, can outmanuever/flank larger ships at a lower cost.
- movement is cheaper, but ammunition is limited. flight range is limited too
Threat of large ships
- easier to hit, slower, can travel longer distances
- movement is more expensive, ammunition is limited, firepower is stronger
Interceptors
- can shoot down mines / projectiles / damage large ships but not likely to kill in one hit
- automated, can only be deployed from large ships.. or ships with bays
- effective against small ships and mines
Supply ships / repair ships
- increases range and ammunition. can be remotely controlled
- support ship, automated or manned
- short range defensive lasers, limited mobility
Remote Control
- ability to control interceptors and support ships from a larger ship
- allows for the tactical-but-boring-to-play ships to be actively used on the battlefront

Roles
Pilot [ALL] only 1 on each ship
- Flies the ship
- Navigation / maps
- Main cannon control
Gunner [2+ person ships]
- Weapon tracking
- Missile control
- Laser turret control
Engineer [2+ person ships]
- Power manipulation
- Shield manipulation: direction, strength
- Emergency shield blow (dumps all "reserve" power into shields, creating a burst to
prematurely detonate missiles)
- Damage control
Remote Controller [5+ person ships] (special)
- Controls Interceptors
- Controls Support Ships in Tow
Logic Controller [5+ person ships] (special)
- Allows for automation of certain roles, reducing the need for more players
- Consumes a lot of power and requires custom developed hardware + software settings
Special Operations [5+ person ships] (special)
- Hacking
- Infiltration
- Tractor beam
Battlefield Commander [10+ person ships]
- Accumulated sensor data of all ships
- Manages waypoints / groups / objectives

Backdrop
Constant war. Contains a main battle front. Smaller battles on the sides. Main competition
is for control over territory + resources (planets, gates, fuel)

Ship Designs / Configurations
Wasp
This two man medium fighter is equipped with a heavy payload of swarm missiles and (yet to
be defined) foward guns. It is also equipped with a twin (laser?) ball turret in the bottom rear
of the ship for increased defense. Designed as a support ship, the wasp is best employed
with a small squadron of light fighters. It excels at breaking enemy formations and acting as
a damage shield for those who wish to stay in a tight formation. While far from agile, the
wasp is equipped with a powerful engine that can rush it into battle at a speed much faster
than other ships of it's type.
Bar
Awkwardly shaped ship that is much longer in width than length due to its massive forward
facing array of weapons. Designed soley for offensive purposes, this ship's defense relies
upon other Bars within its formations to remove its flanks by establishing the "Brick Wall" or
"Ring" formation.
Paper
Designed as a counter Bar ship, the Paper has a very slim forward profile but has its
numerous weapons placed along the sides. A Paper's strength can only truly shine after it
has slid between Bars.
Scorpion

Components - Not all components are required.
Engine Core
to generate power, used by everything else
Main Propulsion Core
to generate thrust. more thrust = acceleration.
Side Propulsion Core
to generate turning thrust. more thrust = more mobility
Shield Generator
general protection
Storage / Cargo
holds ammunition + goods
Weapon Turret
spot for a weapon. different turret sizes allow different things
Main Gun
big gun. optional, takes up lots of space
Power Capacitor
for weapons + shields
Cooling Core
to stop things from overheating
Life Support Core
critical in space
Escape Pods
enough for the crew
Communication
so you can talk to other people... and control other things
Radar
detection, locking and tracking of other ships
ECC
anti-radar. allows for stealth
FTL Core
allows you to travel faster than light

Resources
Artwork
- 3D
- Models
- ships
- avatars
- drones/missiles/debris
- Environment
- ship interior
- outer space
-Lighting/Effects
- lasers
- explosions
- 2D
- Backdrops
- UI windows

References
Battlestar Galactica
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=utWxIfIFXaQ
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nf6Eh0WnmQc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H6M0RziKpj8

